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Introduction and naming
In the beginning I wanted to try a style of 
handwriting,so I browsed the following logo on 
the website.
But after trying, I found the combination of 
letter D and J was ambiguous and complicated, 
so I decided to give up this way.





Through research and investigation, I found that 
the following logos fit me very well, so I drew some 
inspiration from them. My logo can be a new pattern 
with two letters combined, which should leave a deep 
impression on the heat, but not too complicated.





My three words:

     
                    simple   
realistic     logical 



Brand Vision
I am very interested in graphic design. I like 
simple but impressive designs very much. Simple 
designs don't annoy people, and memorable 
logos often don't need too many colors,so I 
decide to follow this rules to design my brand.
In my opinion, this design is not a small 
challenge, I have never done only black and 
white logo, so it is not too simple, need to grasp 
this degree. I want the design to be satisfying, 
and that's what I'm trying to do. Finally, this logo 
is also designed for me. I hope it can represent 
me.



My full name is TianJiao Dai, so I choose letter D,T and J to make my logo.But I found it was to long 
to be a logo,then I decide to choose D and J to be my logo. That would be easy for me to design 
my own brand.



I tried three forms of logo,as you can see from the picture above.But the two on the left were 
abandoned. The reason is that the first kind can't impress people, can't be remembered. The 
second one looks good, but I still find it imperfect.Finally, I choose the third one.



After trying a lot of  forms...



This is the final logo

Brand asstes







#000000 #FFFFFF

Due to my word is simple, so I only choose black and white to be my colour palette.



3.TianJiao Dai - Minion Variable Concept

2.TianJiao Dai - Minion Variable 
Concept Bold

1.TianJiao Dai - Gadugi

4.TianJiao Dai - Gadugi Bold
1 is the primary typeface and 2 is the secondary typeface.
1 also uses in text and 2 uses in headline.

Typefaces



 Brand application
CV and letterhead



Bussiness card



Website



Postcard





Evaluation
In general, it is difficult for me to design a personal brand this time, 
because I have never done my own brand, so it is difficult for me to 
integrate my own elements into the design. I spent a lot of time at this 
stage, thinking about the elements that would express me, spending a 
lot of time. In a later tutor class, I listened to the teacher's suggestions 
and replies. I chose to learn from others' expressions of personal brand 
design, and then further thought about my own way, and finally solved 
this problem. Through the research phase, I found that the brand that can 
leave an impression on people is not flashy, which only makes people feel 
tired, so I adopted a simple logo and simple colors.

I thought about the name for a long time, but I thought three letters were 
too long, so I only used two of my name to name it. The source of my 
keywords is based on this idea, so my final logo is based on this idea. In 
the process of design, I also used many ways to express the logo in my 
mind. Finally, I chose this one based on my teacher's advice and my own 
preferences. However, I also encountered some difficulties. The gap of my 
logo is too small, which will make it look stuck together when printing in 
a small size. For example, on the business card, I also asked the teacher 
about this point, and the teacher gave me a suggestion, which also solved 
the problem well: design two logos. One of them has a bigger gap and 
the other is what it was.



As for this design, I think it is also very meaningful for me, because as I 
said at the beginning, this is the first time for me to design my own brand, 
and I think it is very interesting. I have never thought that I can create a 
brand, and doing what I want to do can really give people enthusiasm. 
I am also very satisfied with the result of the design, which also makes 
me learn a lot. For example, for the application of Indesign, I used 
PS,AI and other software before, but did not use this, which is the first 
thing I learned. The second is the rigor of the logo design. I put a lot of 
effort into the details of the logo design this time. How to make it more 
beautiful and how to look comfortable are all my careful consideration.

In this personal brand design, I have been confused and suddenly 
realized, I think it is a very interesting experience, which is also very 
meaningful to me, which can not be separated from the help of the 
teacher, many of my low-level mistakes have been timely corrected, I 
hope the future design can be better, I think it can be even better, if I give 
myself a grade this design, I will give myself 8 points. My weakness is that 
although my key word is simple, it may be too simple. I must do better 
next time.


